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1.  All the Water

2.  Dig for Diamonds
3.  Wake Me
4.  Hold On

5.  Mend
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BIOGRAPHY
Increasingly active in the Seattle music scene after many years 
on stage in New York City and Toronto, Deb Montgomery 
finds herself performing regularly and on the brink of two 
album  releases. In the early summer of 2018, she worked 
with producer Mikel Perkins at Soundhouse (Seattle) to 
record All the Water. With primal sounds of heavy drums 
and fattened bass, this edgy and energized EP brings her rock 
roots to the forefront and continues to explore the depths 
of grace needed to move through life’s vulnerabilities and 
losses. The beauty of arranged strings sprinkled throughout 
the album suggests the paradoxical lightness that can 
sound like grace in the midst of all else. All the Water 
attempts to invite the listener to Hold On while feeling the 
paradox that is both faith and falling, vulnerability and grit. 
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SOUNDS LIKE
Jesse Sykes          Neko Case
Bruce Cockburn          Elbow
Wolf Alice          Brandi Carlile

QUOTES
Montgomery’s rock roots bring together this edgy energized 
collection with a raw passion. It works and it’s superb. The 
more than twenty years and four studio albums, film credits, 
and stage appearances with superbly talented musicians, 
grounds and solidifies Deb Montgomery in the rock industry 

— Sherryl Craig, Nashville Music Guide

As a musician, singer, songwriter, and band leader, Montgomery has never 
been on more confident footing, and with good reason. This EP is a career 
achievement and an advancement on an already impressive catalogue of 
songs.

— Elijah Dhaaven, Rain City Collective

Montgomery showcases an electric evolution on her new EP titled All 
the Water. The Seattle folk-rocker channels the virtue of Neil Young, the 
bravado of Patti Smith and the vulnerability of Conor Oberst on this tender 
yet triumphant five song EP.

— Know More Music Blog
Wonderfully shaped with both delicacy and muscularity, All the Water is one 
of this year’s must-listen-to gifts from a brilliant artist—Deb Montgomery.”

— Randall Radic, Tattoo.com

“I wouldn’t call these songs catchy as much as they are infectious.   If 
you’re not sure of the difference then just listen to these with an open mind 
and you’ll find yourself singing along with them whether or not you want 
to. I know I can’t seem to stop listening to it...”

— Joshua Macala, Raised by Gypsies ::

“With her latest EP, Montgomery uses tactile imagery to personify various 
trials, tribulations, and triumphs in a way that we can all relate, through 
connection to the inevitable processes of the natural world. Well crafted 
and heartfelt.”

— Jon C. Ireson, MusicNews.com


